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Commentary on the results of the landscape scene rating exercise 
Elements of comparative landscape aesthetics: 
February 6-7, 2008, Joensuun Yliopisto and March 6, University of Basel 
 

Justin Winkler1 
 
 
 
In my explorative seminar on the basis of the ERASMUS exchange at the 

Geography Department of Joensuu University and in my conference in the 

Department of Finnish and Cultural Research I was given the opportunity to 

test a series of pictures representing seven urban scenes respectively seven 

open landscapes.2 The exercise was repeated thanks to the cooperation of the 

students of Dr. Susanne Eder Sandtner's course «Kartographische 

Darstellungsmittel im Geographieunterricht» at the University of Basel. 

The goal was rather to have a didactic step done than to gain «data». This 

evaluation is actually part of my teaching of qualitative methodology, aiming 

at transmitting creative empirical and interpretative approaches. 

 

This text is addressed to the interested participants: it gives an overview of the 

results to which they have contributed. I try to scratch on the numerical surface 

in order to open the road for qualitative argumentations. 

The photographs presented on page 3 were shown in random order. 

1. The first question referred to the «reactive» level, to a supposed «first 

glimpse» experience. The photograph was shown for only four seconds. The 

question to be answered was: «Do I like this landscape scene?». The 

                                                 
1. Department of environmental sciences, Human geography, Klingelbergstrasse 27, 

4056 Basel, Switzerland; fon +41 61 267 267 0719, private +41 61 2613328 

eMail justin.winkler@unibas.ch 

http://www.humgeo.unibas.ch/homepages/winkler.htm 

2. The precursor exercise was a evaluation of 22 images in my courses at Turku and 

Kassel University in 2001. The value of the outcome was limited due to the too high 

number of images and the relatively unspecific question. 
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respondents were asked to quantify their responses to the scenes with 

values between 

1 («I dislike this scene decidedly») and 7 («I like this scene very much»). 

2. The second question referred to the «active» level, the imaginative and 

reflective contemplation. The photograph was shown as long as it was 

needed; the actual time was between ten and fiteen seconds. The question to 

be answered was: «Would I like to stay here and to undertake here 

something?». The respondents were again asked to quantify their response 

to the scene with values between 1 and 7. 
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Urban Scenes 
 
A B C D E F G 

mumbai IN kouvola FI köln DE grande motte FR zürich CH paris FR helsinki FI 

       

 

Open landscape scenes 

A B C D E F G 

kansas US vancouver CA aesch CH la sagne CH punkaharju FI lötschen CH viamala CH 

       

 

 

The choice of the photographs aimed at giving a variation of form, spatial 

experience and social connotation. A synopsis of the results is given on the 

following pages. It illustrates the questions («reactive» and «active» level) and 

the weighed values abstracting from these results. The synopsis is followed by 

a commentary, pp. 8-9 and selected qualitative comments pp.10-14. 
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Urban scenes  
n=31; of them 18 women, 15 native Finnish speakers 

A B C D E F G 

 

«Reactive»: Average of short, spontaneous viewing 
mumbai kouvola köln gde motte zürich paris helsinki 
3.97 2.55 2.19 4.45 2.55 4.52 3.58 

      
3a. 5. 7. 2. 6. 1.  
 
Women 4.43 2.29 2.50 4.50 2.50 4.29 4.57 
Finns 4.27 2.67 2.33 4.53 2.73 3.80 4.07 
 
 

«Active»: Average of long, reflecting viewing 
mumbai kouvola köln gde motte zürich paris helsinki 
4.35 3.19 2.00 5.10 2.94 4.81 3.00 

      
3. 4. 7. 1. 6. 2. 5. 
 
Women 4.67 2.78 1.94 4.78 2.94 4.39 3.67 
Finns 4.67 3.13 1.87 5.00 2.93 4.00 3.53 
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Weighed values («Maximum =100) 
mumbai kouvola köln gde motte zürich paris helsinki 
67.19 8.48 3.05 100 9.38 62.28 31.75 

      
2a. 6b. 5. 1. 6a. 2b. 4. 
 
Women 75.08 6.21 2.70 84.11 9.17 63.00 49.71 
Finns 69.61 10.38 2.01 98.18 10.83 39.83 35.09 
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Open landscape scenes  
n=31; of them 18 women, 15 Finnish native speakers 

 

A B C D E F G 

«Reactive»: Average of short, spontaneous viewing 
kansas stanley pk schlatthof sagne punkaharju lötschen viamala 
4.16 5.77 5.26 4.97 5.71 5.90 5.87 

       
7. 3a. 6. 5. 3b. 1. 2. 
 
Women 4.00 5.82 5.18 5.24 5.59 5.82 5.94 
Finns 4.00 6.07 5.07 5.47 5.80 5.60 5.87 
        

«Active»: Average of long, reflecting viewing 
kansas stanley pk schlatthof sagne punkaharju lötschen viamala 
3.39 5.97 3.87 4.71 5.16 5.61 4.87 

      
7. 1. 6. 5. 3. 2. 4. 
 
Women 3.46 5.92 3.75 4.50 5.29 5.71 4.75 
Finns 3.16 6.11 3.84 4.89 5.00 5.16 4.58 
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Weighed values («maximum=100) 
kansas stanley pk schlatthof sagne punkaharju lötschen viamala 
12.96 85.23 29.54 40.36 64.37 79.58 60.33 

       
7. 1. 6. 5. 3a. 2. 3b. 
 
Women 12.43 84.23 26.39 40.54 65.10 80.00 59.30 
Finns 10.77 100.00 27.37 53.45 61.03 61.74 50.46 
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Means of reactive and active levels of appreciation
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What can a ranking tell us about preferences? The quantitative «result» leads to 

an overall ranking of the scenes proposed to the respondents. Any overall 

ranking – also of cities, universities, departments or teachers – goes beyond 

individual lifeworldly appreciation. Because weighed values3 are used, this 

result is indicative and needs a good deal of interpretation. As usual the setting 

of the experiment decides about its outcome: when we juxtapose urban and 

open landscape scenes, we propose a classification which is based on a set of 

generally accepted divisions of the lifeworld and hence values. We all know the 

stereotypes of «green» versus «grey», «pure» versus «polluted», and we are not 

surprised to learn that they are at least two centuries old. 

Following this fundamental division the first remarkable feature is the way 

the values decrease from the first to the seventh scene. With the urban scenes 

the appreciation of the scenes dwindles much quicker than with the open 

landscape scenes. Whereas the open landscapes show a kind of «middle field» 

of still reasonably appreciated scenes, half of the urban scenes are clearly 

depreciated. 

This character is visible also if not the weighed values are considered, but 

the «reactive» («first sight», black) and the «active» («imaginative sight», 

orange) values. In both series open landscape scenes get systematically higher 

mean values than urban scenes. 

The evaluation with the «reactive» and «active» assignment aimed at getting 

more dynamic outlines of appreciation, of showing the process of appreciation. 

The differences between the two are not fundamental, since they followed 

generally the same envelope of decreasing values. However, they exhibit an 

expected variation. With urban scenes the score of «active» for the three most 

appreciated scenes is clearly higher than the ones for «reactive»; the same is 

valid for the Kouvola street scene. The two remaining have less activation 

Mean values for «reactive» and «active» qualities of the urban and open 
landscape scenes. 

                                                 
3. The weighed values magnify small differences via multiplication: 

A: average <reactive> • average <active> 

B: average <reactive> without indifferent values («4») • average <active> without indifferent values («4») 

Product of (A • B)/10, represented in percent of maxima (57.79=100 with urban scenes, 144.68=100 with open landscape scenes) 
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potential. The median, a night scene from Katajanokka in Helsinki (p. 12s), 

shows a «active» value clearly lower than the «reactive». 

With the open landscape scenes almost an inversion of the features of urban 

scenes can be observed. Whereas the Stanley Park seawall scene has higher 

activation values, all other scenes exhibit «active» scores that are in varying 

degrees lower than the «reactive» scores. The Via Mala Rhine (p. 14s) gorge and 

the Punkaharju birch forest (p. 13s) have high «reactive» scores, but the activity 

potential seems especially in the gorge to be limited; the same is observed in the 

two least appreciated places, a nice but inaccessible ploughed field and a the 

straight road in the American Mid-West. 

A possible conclusion from these observations is that open landscapes are 

(still) the Other of urban environments. Urban views, on the one hand, are 

part of everyday experience and activity. Thus their positive «activity rating» 

is not surprising: it is based on everyday practise and continuing exercise. 

Open landscapes, on the other hand, have good scores but tend to lack so to 

speak of accessibility, of real practise. They remain more images, i.e. do not 

become spaces and places. 
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Two more aspects were considered: Did women respond differently than men, 

and did Finns respond differently from people from abroad? The latter question 

was related to my contention that a European «alpine» pictorial aesthetics has 

been imported to Finland during the 19th century. This aesthetics is an elite 

phenomenon, it did not and still does not cover peoples' spatial experience and 

practises in environments that exhibit other forms of countryside and 

wilderness than the alpine pictorial paradigm. 

The diagram compares, how the entire sample of respondents and the 

subgroups of women and of native Finnish speakers rate the landscape scenes. 

 

What the relational figures of the diagrams do not show is: women were 

valuating urban and open landscape scenes with less differences than all 

respondents.4 With an eye for single scenes, again the Helsinki Katajanokka 

night scene is enigmatic: first, because this view of a place as from the 

«geography of fear» is comparatively more appreciated by women, on both 

«reactive» and «active» levels. (Perhaps there are some male prejudices to be 

discussed.) The populated Mumbai street scene enjoys also female predilection, 

especially in the participative «active» view. The «empty» Paris architectural 

scene is also better rated by women than by all respondents. 

With respect to the open landscape scenes women seem to bee the 

pacemakers, since they are much in line with the overall results. 

Weighed values urban (left) and open (right) landscape scenes: comparison of 
values by all respondents, native Finnish speakers and women. 
100=maximum value 

Are Finnish people (here defined as self-declared native Finnish speakers) 

evaluating differently from the other? Due to the small number of respondents 

the cross-evaluation of «women» and «Finns» puts of course problems, since 

women constitute a large part of Finnish respondents. Whereas generally they 

are much in line with the overall results, again the Katajanokka night scene is 

conspicuous: Now the «active» values are clearly above average. Also the 

mountain landscapes, Lötschen and Viamala, are slightly less appreciated by 

them. While the Viamala gorge of the Rhine is appreciated at the «reactive», 

                                                 
4. 14 women, 6 men 

15 Finnish native speakers, 5 others (E, G, F, CZ) 
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uninvolved level, its activity dimension gets a score lower than the already low 

average: Who would like to fall into the (invisible) stream at the bottom of the 

gorges? 

With respect to the urban landscape scenes native Finnish speakers are 

mostly in line with the overall results. They are clearly in favour of the coastal 

scene from Vancouver B.C. – a type landscape which can be taken as being in 

the Finnish skerries. It is interesting that they appreciate the Finnish forest 

scene less than all respondents, but more the Swiss Jura valley. 

This last point would need qualitative elucidation. In the seminar this was 

done by approaching not only the semiotics of the photographs, but by 

prolonged viewing, by dialogue and «bracketing»5 of the image. The role of the 

body-self6, of presence and action in a given landscape has guided question II 

of the evaluation questionnaire. Some results obtained during the limited time 

of the seminar lessons are reported here. 

 

Urban landscape scene G 
In the seminar we have discussed the Katajanokka night scene which played an 

unexpectedly ambivalent role from the start. I quote Dana Kralová's account: 

«This scene was full of contrasts. Despite its darkness and industrial 

appearance we tended to like it a lot. We described much more the atmosphere, 

which this picture recalled in us, than specific details of the place. We couldn’t 

see much from that street, the reality is not clear. Old and empty and abundant 

houses in night light reminded us of nice experiences from past. [...] There is a 

feeling of mystery, holiday, and childhood adventure in the picture. [...] The 

night time is symbol of free time of no work and doing what we like to do. 

Warm historical scenery has some secrets inside – the old heritage has 

                                                 
5. The term is taken from the epochē of Husserl's phenomenology, where it denotes the 

suspension of conventional meanings in order to make its way to new insights. See 

the (German) introduction by Bernhard Waldenfels 1992. Einführung in die 

Phänomenologie. Fink, München. 

6. See the article by Eeva Jokinen and Soile Veijola 2003. Mountains and landscapes: 

Towards embodied visualities. In: Crouch David, Lübbren Nina (eds), Visual culture 

and tourism, 259-278. Oxford/New York. 
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  Helsinki: Katajanokan vankila7 
 

something to give to us. Light plays a very important role in this picture as 

well, they make the ordinary street much more special. We nearly didn't notice 

the details like the tree with green leaves, which brought summer atmosphere. 

The main reason for this scene being attractive was some inviting adventure 

in it. Generally views that are not simply beautiful get better grades, there must 

be something unsolved, something you want to explore in the picture, that 

makes it attractive. Another important element is diversity of the whole scene – 

it is diverse but complex at the same time.»8 

 

Urban landscape scene F 
The third best rated urban scene, showing Paris' Arche de la Défense, was 

also object of interpretation. The picture itself is flawless and professional, 

which resulted in feelings of the place being too clean, too modern, too 

technological, smelling money and manipulation. Yet the gate was interpreted 

                                                 
7. Photograph (detail) by Justin Winkler of October 25, 2006. 

8. Dana Kralová, Protocol, Urban Landscape Picture. February 2008. 
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  Paris, Arche de la Défense9 

 

as a beginning, the sky announcing morning – or is it evening? This was a 

difficult point. In the 

evening the participants expected more people to be in this place. If it was 

evening and the place is actually empty, this could only mean that nobody 

wants to be here. A participant said that he would not feel fit for this place, 

since he will probably not be clothed correctly. 

The illumination was appreciated, both the artificial as the natural. The 

temporary character of the latter (leading either to night or to day) corresponds 

to the temporary and reactive encounter of the onlooker: take pictures and 

leave. 

 

Open landscape scene E 
The answers to the question for the reactive quality rated the Punkaharju 

birch forest scene slightly better than the answers to question for its activating 

quality. It gained third places ex aequo with the coast scene and the 

                                                 
9. Wallpaper photograph (detail) by Eric Rougier of April 22, 2004, 

http://fromparis.com/webpics/_wallpapers_photos/screensaver_04_wide.jpg 
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  Punkaharju birch forest10 
 

Rhine gorge. The native Finnish speakers rated the activating quality of 

this «national landscape» even slightly lower than its emblematic quality. 

Nevertheless a Finnish course participant answered «This is Finland, this 

is typical for Finland». Other participants identified the place as a not 

thoroughly managed forest: a fallen tree is visible. The coniferous 

undergrowth promises that the light character of this forest will 

considerably change over time. Light characterises this forest particularly 

in spring when the leaves are just about to bourgeon. The birch branches 

and leaves also recall the sauna. Others called the photograph «a good 

wallpaper», but not a place to engage: there is no trail and a high risk to 

get lost in an undefined depth. For some it is a place for hiding, for others 

a place for walking, not stopping. Someone remembered the mosquito 

plague, but also the pleasant blueberry harvest.  

 

                                                 
10. Photograph (detail) by Tapio Heikkilä, from: Heikkilä Tapio, Timonen Risto 2003. 

National landscapes of Finland, 20. Otava, Helsinki. 
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  Vialmala Rhine gorge11 
Open landscape scene G 
The favourable position of this formally extreme landscape scene is both 

surprising and expected. Expected, because it corresponds to the most 

popularised vedute of alpine places. Surprising, because its «active», 

engaging values fall behind the pure image: there is no ground visible on 

which to act. The participants viewed it as a typical holiday place, as a 

challenge situation, where a fight to get to the bridge has to be won; as a 

place for adventure, for physical exercise, climbing the rocks or jogging at 

the bottom. The invisible ground is imagined, a powerful water flow is 

expected. On the bridge will appear a donkey pulling a carriage, adding 

historical taste to the scene... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JW 08-03-07 

                                                 
11. Photograph (detail) by Justin Winkler of July 31, 2007. 


